Gently down the Saone - May 2017.

In St. Jean de Losne, we paint , wax and polish…Otter is fitted with
a big, new hot water boiler amid much waiving of hands and
cursing by the temperamental French mechanic, and finally we are
ready to go! The markets are in full swing, and the Saone is gentle
this year- unlike during the flooding of last year, so we set off
down the Saone, heading south, 10 years after we did the same
trip in Havana. But it is a new trip, for as we discover, there are
lovely, small new marinas that have spring up and aboard "Otter",
we can get into those small places that we couldn´t with a long
keeled boat. We have plenty of time this year so we wind our way
gently through the lovely, sleepy riverside towns of Chalons-surSaone (a Burgundian meeting point of Roman roads and inland
waterways) with it´s peaceful marina in the heat of the town, only
steps from the bustling pedestrian area and picturesque squares .

We often tie up alongside small pontoons but there is almost always water and electricity and often good facilties at an
adjoining campsite. Macon, Tournus, Montmerle, Trevoux (medieval vilage stretching up the hillside), and many others.
Tournus is one of our favourites and we stay a few days. One of the oldest and most important monastic centres in
Burgundy, the Abbey of St. Phillibert dates back to 10C. We stood outside and watched as wedding guests arrived. A lovely
town of ancient buildings, tiny alleyways, shops and cafes. As we half snoozed with a book one evning in the cockpit, we
heard a loud splash- trying to take himself off for a walk ( a new habit), Tucker had fallen in the river. We watched as he
headed outwards towards the strong current, but thankfully he turned back to shore and Jan hauled him out. Just a few
more grey hairs…

Above: the lively square at Chalons-sur-Saone, one of the many hotel boats
we pass frequently, Tournus by night. My "poule" (porcelain chicken to
remind me of Louhans, and Otter. Very peaceful. It is not yet as hot as it will
become. I do more work than I really want to including translating a 4th
book. Ricard becomes our "sundowner" of choice, and we eat far too much
baguette. Cést la vie….

